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This article introduces the P-chain, an emerging framework for theory in psycho-

linguistics that unifies research on comprehension, production and acquisition.

The framework proposes that language processing involves incremental predic-

tion, which is carried out by the production system. Prediction necessarily leads

to prediction error, which drives learning, including both adaptive adjustment

to the mature language processing system as well as language acquisition. To

illustrate the P-chain, we review the Dual-path model of sentence production,

a connectionist model that explains structural priming in production and a

number of facts about language acquisition. The potential of this and related

models for explaining acquired and developmental disorders of sentence

production is discussed.
1. Introduction
Language production is the least studied of the three components of psycholinguis-

tics—acquisition, comprehension and production. In the Cambridge Handbook of
Psycholinguistics [1], 16 chapters are devoted to comprehension processes, six to

acquisition and only three to production. Despite this imbalance, production

research is playing an increasingly central role in psycholinguistic theory, because

production-like processes are now seen as important for understanding compre-

hension and acquisition, and even linguistic theory. This article describes the role

of these processes, first by introducing a psycholinguistic framework that we call

the P-chain, and then by reviewing a model of sentence production that reflects

that framework [2,3]. To conclude, we consider the ramifications of the model for

an understanding of production disorders. We begin, though, with some history.

When psycholinguistics was in its classical period (the 1960s and 1970s), the

purpose of production research was to reveal the grammatical structure of

language. For example, pauses during speaking were collected to see whether

deep- and surface-structure clause boundaries were reflected in the pause dur-

ations and distribution [4]. The search for the psychological reality of linguistic

notions in performance data was not limited to production; comprehension and

acquisition research were carried out for the same reason. In this respect, there

was a fundamental unity among the components of psycholinguistics.

The classical period ended when the field concluded that performance data

did not mesh well with the then current grammatical theory [5]. As a result, psy-

cholinguistics lost its unifying theme. The 1980s and 1990s saw vigorous research

on a number of issues, such as lexical and structural ambiguity, and rule versus

network accounts of morphology and reading. But production, comprehension

and acquisition drifted apart, each component focusing on internal issues. For

example, in production, many experiments investigated the nature of the

‘lemma’, a hypothesized lexical representation that is more closely linked to

grammatical than to phonological representations (for a review, see [6]). The

lemma was hardly ever discussed in research on comprehension or acquisition.

Our impression is that, over the last 10–15 years, psycholinguistics has regained

the unity that it lost after the classical period. Production, comprehension and acqui-

sition researchers have increasingly more to say to one another. This is not because

of a renewed interest in grammar, but instead owing to the development of
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computational—often connectionist—models that specify the

mutual influences among these psycholinguistic components.

In the following section, we introduce the P-chain, which is our

characterization of an emerging computational framework in

psycholinguistics, a framework that reconnects production,

comprehension and acquisition.
Prediction
error

leads
to

creates

imPlicit
learning

is
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Figure 1. The P-chain framework for psycholinguistics.
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2. The P-chain
The P-chain (figure 1) is a set of propositions about the

hypothesized interrelations among psycholinguistic concepts

— Processing involves Prediction,

— Prediction is Production,

— Prediction leads to Prediction error,

— Prediction error creates Priming,

— Priming is imPlicit learning,

— imPlicit learning is the mechanism for acquisition/adap-

tation of Processing, Prediction and Production, and

— Production provides the input for training Processing.

The first six propositions form a chain that leads from

language comprehension (‘processing’) through other P-con-

cepts, including importantly, production, ultimately to

learning mechanisms that underlie language acquisition.

The final proposition, introduced by MacDonald [7–9], puts

a loop in the chain from production back to processing,

further demonstrating the central influence of production.

In the following, we provide further characterization of

each link.

(a) Processing involves Prediction
As we comprehend, we generate expectations about upcoming

material at multiple linguistic levels—anticipated meanings,

prosody, words and sounds. The idea that speech perception

and word recognition involve ‘top-down’ anticipation is not

new [10], but these ideas have been recently formalized in

information-theoretic accounts [11]. At the same time, on-

line comprehension measures have documented just how

powerful predictive processes are. For example, using the

visual-world paradigm [12], Altmann & Kamide [13] moni-

tored listener’s eye fixations as they understood sentences

such as ‘The girl ate the cake’. The listeners looked at edible

objects such as a cake in a display before hearing any part of

the word ‘cake’, thus demonstrating anticipation of the seman-

tic properties of upcoming words. Comprehenders also

predict lexical items, and even phonemes, as shown through

another online measuring tool—event-related brain potentials

(ERPs). Delong et al. [14] collected ERPs as readers saw sen-

tence fragments like ‘The day was breezy and so the boy

went outside to fly a/an . . .’. Clearly, ‘kite’ is expected. But if

the actual phonological form of ‘kite’, that it is consonant-

initial, is predicted, then the comprehension system further

expects to see ‘a’ rather than ‘an’. The ERPs demonstrated

just this. There was a greater negativity after the unexpected

‘an’ compared to ‘a’ over electrode sites often associated

with the N400, an ERP component that reflects violated

lexical-semantic expectations.

Connectionist models explain prediction during comprehen-

sion from the models’ ability to generalize their experience with

whole sentences to sentences that are in progress. St. John &

McClelland [15] trained a model that anticipated sentence
meaning from words presented serially. As it processed the

phrase ‘The bus driver ate . . .’, the model learned to activate

semantic output that was consistent with its experience of

what bus drivers eat, before the direct object was actually

input. Elman’s [16,17] simple recurrent network (SRN) model

was trained by giving it sentences from a simple English-like

grammar, where the task was to predict the words in the sen-

tences one at a time. After training, it revealed its knowledge

of the grammar by its predictions. When given a novel sentence,

the model could predict the words that would be grammatical at

each point in the sentence.

(b) Prediction is Production
Predicting that we will hear ‘kite’ after ‘the boy flied a’ is a

top-down process; knowledge, generated at the ‘top’, is

used to anticipate what will happen at a lower level in the

system. Production is also a top-down process because pro-

cessing flows from intended meaning—the message—to

levels that encode linguistic forms. It is thus not surprising

that prediction and production are related: if you can predict,

you can use that knowledge to produce. Hsu et al. ([18],

p. 46), for example, stated that ‘a learner, given an entire his-

tory of linguistic input, can eventually ‘join in’ and start

saying its predictions’. The links between prediction and pro-

duction go back to the analysis-by-synthesis theory of speech

perception [19], but were not developed for sentence proces-

sing until recently. For example, Pickering & Garrod [20]

claimed that, during language processing, the production

system constructs a forward model, which can anticipate

upcoming linguistic elements. Federmeier [21] distinguished

between prediction, that is, anticipation of the future, and

integration, which is combining the present with the past,

as processing mechanisms in comprehension, and proposed

that prediction during comprehension is carried out in the

left hemisphere [22]. To explain why prediction is asso-

ciated with the left hemisphere only, Federmeier noted that

production is strongly left lateralized. If prediction is

production, the lateralization of prediction is then explained.

Chang et al.’s [3] model was a computational implementation

of the idea that production abilities arise directly from learn-

ing to predict. Because prediction is production, prediction

ability seamlessly transfers to production skill, a finding
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supported in a study of young children’s abilities to predict

and produce [23]. Finally, recent accounts of production

based on the notion that speakers carefully control the

predictability of what they say (e.g. uniform information

density [24]) imply a strong connection between prediction

and production.

(c) Prediction leads to Prediction error, which creates
Priming, which is a form of imPlicit learning

Here, we collapse three links of the P-chain into a super-link

that is the heart of the chain. Prediction during comprehen-

sion is necessarily error prone. One rarely hears exactly

what one expects. The deviation between words that are

expected and those that are actually processed constitutes

an error signal, which then primes or changes the system so

as to diminish future error in similar situations.

Priming is often thought of as applying to words. Proces-

sing a word, particularly when it is not expected, primes the

system to respond more effectively to the word in the future

[25]. Much recent research, however, has concerned structural

priming in production. Structural priming is the tendency for

speakers to reuse recently experienced structures [26]. For

example, Bock et al. [27] gave speakers pictures that can be

described with either of the two kinds of dative structures

(double objects, ‘The woman handed the boy the ice cream’,

versus prepositional datives, ‘The woman handed the ice

cream to the boy’). Participants described these pictures after

either saying or hearing an unrelated prime sentence that

was a double-object or prepositional dative. Priming was

seen in the tendency for speakers to use the structure of the

prime when describing the picture. Similar effects were seen

for other structural alternations such as active transitive sen-

tences (‘The truck hit the nurse’) versus passives (‘The nurse

was hit by the truck’). Importantly, the priming was equally

strong for heard and produced primes. Thus, comprehending

a structure later affects the production process. This finding

can be explained by the P-chain. Comprehension of the

prime entails prediction, and hence prediction error. As a

result, the system that made the prediction changes so that

future error is reduced. For example, if a listener does not

expect the passive, but hears one, the listener’s expectation

for the passive is increased. These changes affect the
production of later sentences precisely because the prediction

system is the production system. Thus, Bock et al.’s finding

of robust priming from comprehension to production can be

explained by the P-chain. But what is the nature of the prim-

ing? Bock et al. further claimed that priming is not just a

temporary change to the system, but instead is a form of

implicit learning, akin to the connection weight changes that

characterize learning in connectionist models. The evidence

that priming is learning is that the effect of a prime persists

undiminished over time and over unrelated sentences (see

[28] for review). The evidence that the learning is implicit is

that it occurs in amnesic speakers who have no explicit

memory of the prime sentence [29]. Finally, the evidence

that the implicit learning that characterizes structural priming

is based on prediction error comes from demonstrations that

less common (more surprising) prime structures lead to

more priming than common ones [30,31]. In sum, much of

what we know about structural priming can be mapped

onto the propositions of the P-chain.

The implicit-learning theory of structural priming owes

a debt to computational models of sequence learning.

Cleeremans & McClelland [32] modelled sequence learning

through a chain of prediction, prediction error and priming.

In sequence learning studies, participants experience sequences

of stimuli that follow sequential patterns [33]. Eventually, they

become sensitive to the pattern, but at the same time lack

awareness of its structure. Cleeremans and McClelland trained

an SRN model to predict each element of a sequence from a

representation of the immediately prior element plus a learned

representation of what happened before that. The subsequent

occurrence of the actual next element—the target—was then

compared to this prediction, thus generating prediction error,

specifically a prediction-error vector. For example, suppose

that there are three possible elements, A, B and C, and that at

a certain point in the sequence the model predicts that A or

B, but not C will happen (figure 2). Thus, the model might

generate output activations for A of 0.6, B of 0.6 and C of 0.2.

Next, suppose that the model experiences the actual target

and (surprise!) it is C. That is, the actual event can be described

as A¼ 0, B ¼ 0 and C ¼ 1. All of the predicted outputs are thus

wrong to various degrees, with the resulting prediction error

vector being 20.6 for A, 20.6 for B, and þ0.8 for C. The

weights of the model’s connections are then changed in
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response to this error, in accordance with connectionist learning

rules that attempt to minimize future error. These weight

changes accumulate, with the result that the system encodes

the structure of the sequence. The implicit nature of the learn-

ing is captured in the model by the fact that the learning

inhabits the model’s weights and influences its processing pre-

dictions, but there is no explicit representation that can be

accessed.

(d) ImPlicit learning is the mechanism for acquisition
and adaptation of Processing, Prediction and
Production

The implicit learning that is revealed in structural priming

and sequence learning studies is claimed to be an important

mechanism for how linguistic skill changes over time

[31,34,35]. It is the mechanism for how the mature system

adapts to specific contexts and speakers and, it is claimed,

ultimately for how the child acquires the system. We shall

show in detail how this claim is realized in the model of

Chang et al. [3], which explains structural priming and

language acquisition by the same mechanisms.

(e) Production provides the input for training
Processing

The processing system experiences distributions of linguistic

elements, which it learns. But where do these distributions

come from? As MacDonald [9] noted in her Production–

Distribution–Comprehension proposal, they come from the

production systems of other speakers. Processes intrinsic to pro-

duction make some structures easier to say than others. For

example, it is easier to produce sentences in English when

long noun phrases can be shifted to the end (heavy NP

shift). ‘I fed him a large bowl of chicken soup that I’d just

warmed up’, would be easier to say than, ‘I fed a large bowl

of chicken soup that I’d just warmed up to him’. These pro-

duction processes affect how likely speakers are to produce

particular structures [36] and, hence, the distributions of struc-

tures that comprehenders experience. In this way, the

production systems of other speakers ‘train’ one’s processing

system, making it sensitive to production-biased distributions.
To summarize, the P-chain framework offers a proposal

for how language processing, production and acquisition

are connected. In the following section, we make these

ideas concrete by reviewing a sentence production model

known as the Dual-path model [37].
3. The Dual-path model
The Dual-path model is a connectionist model of language

acquisition and sentence production (figure 3). The central

component of the model is a SRN which tries to predict the

next heard word from the word that preceded it and a rep-

resentation of prior linguistic context [16]. It then compares

the predicted next word (technically, a prediction vector

across all possible words) with the actual next word. The

resulting prediction error is used to change the model’s

internal representations, thus enabling the model to acquire

the syntactic knowledge that helps it to make these predic-

tions (e.g. that ‘the’ is followed by nouns). But to do

production, the model must also link this syntactic knowl-

edge to the message, the meaning that one wants to

convey. That is, to turn an SRN into a model of production,

one has to include a message, and the model must learn

how to use this message to guide the prediction process.

Moreover, if it is to be a realistic model of language use, its

ability to predict must function for novel and even unusual

sentences. The Dual-path model learns about the relation

between messages and sentences from comprehension. It

assumes that a comprehender often can infer the meaning

of what she is about to hear from the situation. Situational

meaning is available in routine activities (e.g. boiling water

is followed by making tea) where it is possible to partially

predict what people will say next (‘Do you want milk?’).

The inferred meaning is represented in the model within a

meaning pathway that is separate from the sequencing pathway
represented by the SRN. In figure 3, the sequencing pathway

is along the right side of the diagram, and the meaning path-

way is on the left. The separation of the pathways is

incomplete, though. They come together, once at the level

of the model’s hidden-units, and again at the output word

level. The two pathways constitute the Dual-path architec-

ture. The model learns representations in both pathways

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and uses them in next-word prediction. The sequencing path-

way helps the model predict grammatically appropriate

words at each sentence position, and the meaning pathway

ensures that the chosen words reflect the meaning. After

these pathways have been fully trained, they combine to sup-

port processing for both previously experienced and novel

sentences. As comprehenders can also be speakers, the

same representations that support prediction during compre-

hension can support production of a self-generated message,

including messages that encode completely novel sentences.

For example, after learning by prediction error from training

sentences, the model was tested by giving it random novel

messages and allowing it to produce, that is, to ‘predict’ a

sequence of words. It produced a grammatically correct sen-

tence that accurately expressed the message 91% of the time

[2]. So, if the model had been trained predicting the sequence

‘The dog bit the man’, it would be fully capable of later pro-

ducing sentences from a novel message such as ‘The man bit

the dog’ or even ‘The man bit the vase’ [38]. This implements

the idea that prediction is production.

The model explains structural priming as implicit learning

that results from prediction error during prime comprehension.

After the model has been trained to ‘adulthood’, its learning

algorithm continues to function with the result that the language

acquisition process never really stops. As the model hears the

prime sentence (e.g. ‘the man sent the package to the

woman’), it tries to predict each of its words. The resulting pre-

diction error leads to small changes to the model’s syntactic

representations, specifically the network weights within the

sequencing pathway. Then, when the model is given the

target message to produce, for example GAVE (TEACHER,

BOOK, STUDENT), these changes bias the model to use the

primed structure (e.g. ‘the teacher gave the book to the student’

rather than ‘the teacher gave the student the book’). This implicit

learning mechanism can explain several aspects of structural

priming. It has been found that priming is mostly structural;

what persists from prime to target is the abstract syntactic struc-

ture of the sentence [39,40]. This has been shown by using

primes that have different meanings and thematic roles than

the target utterances. For example, the locative prime ‘the 747

was landing by the control tower’ is similar in structure to the

passive, ‘The nurse was hit by the truck’. They differ, however,

in how the structure conveys meaning (e.g. the truck is doing the

hitting, but the control tower is not doing the landing). Nonethe-

less, structural priming studies have found that locatives prime

passives as much as passives do, thus demonstrating that prim-

ing can be based on the structures themselves (e.g. sequential

and hierarchical relations among syntactic categories), rather

than the functions associated with the structures. The model

effectively reproduces this effect, as well as other demon-

strations of the structural nature of priming [3]. The model’s

priming can be purely structural because syntactic categories

arise out of the prediction process in SRNs [16], because these

categories are often the best predictors of the next word when

meaning is not available. The Dual-path model maintains this

bias for syntactic categories, because it isolates the meaning

pathway from the sequencing pathway. Thus, not only does pre-

diction-based learning create priming, but it also helps to

explain the syntactic nature of priming.

Because the model uses its prediction mechanism to acquire

its language representations, it should also explain acquisition

phenomena. One such phenomenon is seen in preferential look-

ing studies, in which children exhibit syntactic knowledge in
their looking behaviour before they exhibit this knowledge in

production. Typically in these preferential looking tasks, chil-

dren view two videos: a causative video, where one entity acts

on another entity, and a non-causative video, where two entities

do the same action together [41]. It has been found that children

around 2 years of age tend to look at the causative video when

they hear a transitive sentence with a novel verb like ‘the boy

pilked the girl’ (causative–transitive pairing), but at the non-

causative video when they hear an intransitive sentence like

‘the boy pilked with the girl’ (non-causative–intransitive pair-

ing). This finding was simulated in the Dual-path model by

comparing the prediction error from causative or non-causative

messages that were experienced with either transitive or intran-

sitive utterances. Like children, the model’s ‘preferences’ (lower

prediction error) occurred for the appropriate pairings (causative

message with transitive sentence and non-causative message

with intransitive sentence) compared to the reverse [3]. Impor-

tantly, the model exhibited these preferences even though it

was not yet able to fully produce these structures. Moreover,

the model exhibited a relatively stronger knowledge of the

causative–transitive mappings than non-causative–intransitive

mappings. This is because the components of the transitive map-

ping are present in various structures (e.g. dative and locative, as

well as transitive sentences), and hence these mappings are

learned more quickly than the intransitive mapping. The early

strength of the causative–transitive link constitutes a prediction

that has been confirmed in experimental studies in English

[42–44] and in Japanese [45]. Thus, the word-based prediction

error, which the model used for learning the language, is able

to explain structural biases in toddler comprehension processing.

The implemented Dual-path model used prediction error to

acquire its English representations. But if this mechanism is a

general account of language acquisition, it should be able to

acquire typologically different languages, for example Japa-

nese. Japanese differs from English in several ways, two of

which are important for our purposes. First, English uses

word order to denote who did what to whom, while Japanese

indicates this function with case marking on nouns (e.g. -ga,

-ni, -o). The case marking makes it possible to scramble the

order of noun phrases and maintain the same meaning.

Second, unlike English, Japanese verbs occur at the end of

clauses. These two differences can be seen in the Japanese ver-

sion of ‘John gave the book to Mary’, which would be ‘John-ga

Mary-ni book-o gave’ (when expressed with English content

words). Chang [2] trained the Dual-path model on either Eng-

lish or Japanese input, and the model was able to acquire both

languages to a similar degree. More importantly, the model

was able to explain cross-linguistic differences in production

biases in the two languages. As we mentioned earlier, a classic

bias is heavy NP shift and, in English, it is seen as a tendency to

place long or ‘heavy’ phrases later in sentences [46]. For

example, speakers tend to convey the message in ‘the man

gave the girl that was walking in the forest the book’ as ‘the

man gave the book to the girl that was walking in the forest’. Sur-

prisingly, in Japanese, speakers have the opposite bias; they

place long phrases before short phrases [47]. The Dual-path

model was able to explain the differences in the biases because

the languages’ contrasting grammars lead to differences in

their position-specific predictions. In English, the choice of

where to put the heavy noun phrase usually occurs right

after the verb (e.g. after ‘gave’). At that sentence position, the

model tends to produce short phrases for the simple reason

that short unmodified phrases (e.g. ‘the book’) are more
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frequent at that post-verbal position in the model’s experienced

input. In Japanese, however, the shift necessarily occurs earlier

in the sentence, because all of the potentially shifting NPs occur

before the verb. When the shift is earlier, there is less lexical or

structure information on which to base predictions and, conse-

quently, message information becomes crucial in predicting

word ordering. As heavy NPs have more message information

associated with them—they are heavy because they are modi-

fied and, in Japanese, modifying terms are placed before what

is being modified—the model will often start sentences with

these long, heavy NPs. This is how the surprising long-

before-short bias in Japanese is explained in the model. In gen-

eral, cross-linguistic differences in processing can arise from the

fact that prediction error is computed at each word and differ-

ent types of information are important at each position in

different languages. And because prediction is production,

these differences then create production word-order biases.

The word-by-word computation of prediction error is a cen-

tral assumption of the Dual-path model and it influences the

syntactic representations that the model learns. Consider the

case of centre-embedded sentences. Although sentences with

embedded relative clauses challenge the processing system by

virtue of the long-distance dependencies that must be tracked,

subject relatives for example ‘the boy that chased the girl was

sleepy’ are easier to process than object relatives for example

‘the boy that the girl chased was sleepy’ [48]. MacDonald &

Christiansen [49] showed that an SRN model could exhibit

this difference. Fitz et al. [50] extended this work by manipulat-

ing the frequency of different structures within a version of the

Dual-path model that learned to produce subject and object rela-

tives. They showed that the overall frequency of the structure

was not the main force in creating the processing difference,

but rather the frequency of substructures. The simplest substruc-

ture is just the transition between one word or category and

another. Subject relatives with transitive verbs like ‘chased’

have a substructure where the word ‘that’ transitions to a verb

(THAT VERB) and the object relatives have a substructure

with ‘that’ followed by a noun (THAT NOUN). Although sub-

ject and object relatives with transitive embedded clause verbs

were equally frequent in the input that trained the model, the

existence of relatives with intransitive verbs (e.g. ‘the boy that

ran was sleepy’) uniquely supported the substructure (THAT

VERB). It is this extra experience with the (THAT VERB) sub-

structure that makes the Dual-path model favour subject

relatives. Given that, in the P-chain, experience in predicting is

supposed to train production, we expect that there would be a

preference for the subject relative over the object relative in pro-

duction as well as in comprehension and, specifically, that the

differences in difficulty could be detected (e.g. in pausing or

other dysfluencies) right after THAT. In support, we know

that speakers tend to be dysfluent after THAT in object relative

clauses [51] and that they generally avoid producing these

kinds of sentences altogether [52].
4. Applying the model to acquired and
developmental disorders of sentence
production

Acquired language disorders result from brain trauma that

impairs language processing or production, resulting in aphasia,

dyslexia, dysgraphia or other language-related impairments.
Aphasia is nearly always associated with some production def-

icit. It is most commonly caused by stroke that damages

perisylvian areas of the left hemisphere. By contrast, develop-

mental disorders are disorders in language that emerge during

development and manifest as a non-normal level of language

ability for the child’s age group. These include specific language

impairment (SLI, e.g. [53]) and the language difficulties

associated with autism spectrum disorder [54].

Connectionist models are uniquely positioned to explain

both acquired and developmental disorders, because they

model both the mature system and its development.

Acquired disorders can be modelled by lesioning particular

units or links in the network after it has been trained

[55,56]. Developmental disorders can be modelled by chan-

ging general characteristics of the model before it learns

[57–59]. These characteristics could include distortion of the

input, changes in the inherent connectivity in the network

or characteristics of the model’s learning mechanism (e.g. a

lower learning rate). These differences can be assumed to

apply globally or to specific parts of the network.

There are many connectionist models of acquired word

production deficits [56,60–63]. Few such models, however,

deal with aphasic sentence production. Earlier versions of the

Dual-path model have simulated aphasia [37,64] by lesioning

either the meaning or the sequencing pathways of the fully

trained model. For example, Chang [37] found that lesions of

the Dual-path model could simulate a double dissociation

associated with aphasic sentence production (e.g. [65]),

namely the difficulty that some agrammatic patients have

with function words (determiners and prepositions) and

other semantically light words for example light verbs (e.g.

‘give’ and ‘go’), in comparison to the difficulty that anomic

patients have with semantically heavy content words (e.g.

most nouns). After training the model to adulthood, Chang

randomly removed connections either from the hidden units

to output words (sequencing-pathway lesion) or connections

from concepts to words (meaning-pathway lesion). The

sequencing-pathway lesion led to errors on function words

or light verbs, which often yielded ungrammatical utterances.

The lesion in the meaning pathway led, instead, primarily to

omission and substitution errors on content words (e.g.

‘girl’). This double dissociation involving function and content

words arose in the model because, during training, the sequen-

cing pathway assumes much of the responsibility for

retrieving words with little semantic content. In essence,

words such as ‘the’ or ‘of’ become more strongly associated

with sentence position (represented in the sequencing path-

way) than with sentence meaning (the meaning pathway),

while the reverse is true for content words. Importantly, the

model’s distinction between function and content words is

not specified a priori, but arises from the learning process

and its architectural distinction between a meaning and a

sequencing pathway.

The aphasic behaviour of the lesioned Dual-path model is

an example of the way that models with multiple pathways

learn to ‘divide the labour’ by placing different linguistic rep-

resentations in different pathways [64,66]. This division of

labour arises from using prediction error in learning, because

the model tries to use the best predictors to guide its use of

each linguistic category, with the result that the different cat-

egories depend differentially on syntactic, lexical, semantic

and sound constraints. The result is a system where different

linguistic categories have different connection weights from

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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different parts of the network. As a result, particular cat-

egories can be impaired by localized lesions. For example,

lesions in the sequencing pathway led to loss of some func-

tion words because the strong sequential and weak

semantic properties of those words led to their represen-

tations inhabiting weights in that pathway. Similarly, nouns

and verbs will inhabit different connections in the system

because verbs have more syntactic constraints on their

usage than nouns do. These differences could yield dis-

sociations when the network is damaged, thus enabling the

model to mimic patients who are relatively impaired on

one category, but not another (e.g. verbs, but not nouns,

see [67]). In this way, connectionist models of acquired dis-

orders can explain category-specific dissociations, without

assuming that these categories are separately represented

owing to innate architectural constraints.

In contrast with acquired disorders, developmental spoken-

language disorders have been less well studied within the con-

nectionist literature. The most commonly considered of these

disorders is SLI [53]. Because SLI is a cover term for potentially

a wide range of deficits, there may not be a unified basis for the

disorder, aside from the fact that in SLI, language is delayed

relative to that of typically developing children. An important

feature of SLI compared to childhood aphasia is stability of

the disorder [68]. The language ability of SLI children is less

than normally developing children and this difference remains

even into adulthood (Conti-Ramsden et al. [69] report that 44%

of SLI children graduate compared with 88% of typically devel-

oping children). By contrast, studies of childhood aphasia show

that many children recover to near-normal levels within months

to a few years [70,71]. This difference is important, because it can

be difficult to create stable persistent developmental disorders

in connectionist models. Plaut [72] lesioned a connectionist

model of reading such that it was only 20% accurate at word

reading and then trained the model normally. Even though

the model was missing 50% of its links, it was able to recover

after 50 epochs to nearly 100% accuracy. Thomas & Karmiloff-

Smith [59] tested a range of manipulations to create develop-

mental disorders in a connectionist model of the past tense;

these included changing learning rate, lesioning links, adding

noise and changing the size of layers. Although they were

able to create some delays in acquisition, most of the models

achieved near-normal levels of accuracy at the end of training,

particularly for regular forms that they experienced in training.

This is in contrast with the behaviour of SLI children for whom

linguistic exposure does not always improve performance. Oet-

ting [73] reported that SLI children could use sentence

structures to infer the meaning of novel verbs, but they did

not retain this even after repeated exposures (typically develop-

ing children showed retention after one exposure). Similarly, a

novel-verb training study showed that retention was poor in

SLI children relative to controls [74]. Thus, connectionist

models can easily explain recovery after acquired disorders,

but modelling developmental disorders is more challenging.

One reason that it is difficult to model a stable deficit in

connectionist models is that the models typically use error-

based learning. Any manipulation that initially reduces the

model’s ability to predict the target will lead to higher levels

of error, which will then drive the model even harder to

reduce that error by further learning. Because the amount of

change is tied to error, the models’ natural tendency is to effec-

tively compensate for any error increasing property. Given

this, one way to explain the stability of developmental deficits
for example SLI within an error-based learning system is to

assume that affected children have learned cues that can sup-

port more or less correct prediction, but these cues are the

wrong cues to support generalization. For example, the voi-

cing feature of the English past tense properly comes from

the preceding consonant (e.g. /d/ is used for ‘penned’, but

/t/ is used for ‘sequenced’). If a model happens to learn that

words that start with ‘pe’ append /d/ and words that start

with ‘seq’ append /t/, then its predictions would be correct

for these words, but the model’s knowledge would be useless

for generalizing to the past tense of a word like ‘sequester’,

which uses /d/. As the known words do not generate error,

no learning takes place. If these miscued, but correct, items

are common, that would lead to an SLI-like result; the model

would fail to generalize well, and it would be difficult for it

to recover from that pathological state. One way to cause

such miscued learning in connectionist models is to provide

MORE information or resources, which is in line with the

hypothesis that SLI children possess more exemplar knowl-

edge [75]. Chang [37] showed that the generalization ability

of the Dual-path model was permanently reduced by includ-

ing a set of connections from the hidden units to the

concepts, creating what was called the Linked-path model.

In this model, the sequencing system has access to message

information to help it to predict. It was able to produce trained

utterances at 100% accuracy, but it was not able to generalize

on a novel test set to the same level as the Dual-path model,

because its syntactic representations were dependent on lexi-

cal-semantic regularities in the input. In this way, this model

exhibited SLI-like symptoms that persisted over development

owing to its encoding of input-specific information in its

sequencing representations.

Prediction-based learning in connectionist models can

explain recovery from acquired damage that increases the

error signal. To explain developmental disorders that do

not recover quickly, these models would have to learn mis-

cued rules which allow correct prediction without error. If

so, SLI interventions may want to focus on creating more

error by decreasing the predictability of the items used.
5. Conclusion
The P-chain is an emerging framework in psycholinguistics

that links processing, production and acquisition. Its key

notion is that both language acquisition and the subsequent

tuning of linguistic knowledge arise from acts of prediction

that occur as language is incrementally processed in context.

Prediction is assumed to be carried out by the production

system, thus making production into a central component of

psycholinguistics. Much of the P-chain framework is inspired

by connectionist models of language processing and acqui-

sition. In this article, we reviewed a model that shows how

prediction-based learning can be used to explain structural

priming in production and language development. We claim

that these and related models also have the potential to provide

a new perspective on acquired and developmental language

disorders, a perspective that emphasizes how prediction

shapes the structure of what is learned and its potential for

recovery if the learned knowledge is deficient or damaged.
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